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Exstasis: Thai Temples

Exstasis : to stand outside of the self

Derived from the ancient Greek word Ekstasis, Buddha taught us that Exstasis is a required state for achieving
enlightenment. Exstasis requires careful monitoring of self, detachment from selfish emotions and meditation to
still the mind. Exstasis combined with equanimity leads to compassion.

This e-book is primarily a collection of photographs taken in Northern Thailand, July 2014. I am endlessly
intrigued by the beauty of Buddhist Temples, these photographs are an attempt to capture that beauty.

I have written a personal narrative alongside the photographs. This narrative attempts to describe some of the
realisations that I have drawn from Buddhist teachings which help me to understand the world that I have
experienced.

Daniel Trump,
August 2014
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I still clearly remember the first time that I saw a Thai
Temple. It was July 2001, I was looking through the
window of a plane descending into Don Muang Airport,
Bangkok. My eyewas drawn to the twinkling gems on an
ornately shaped roof. I was intrigued by the most exotic
building that I had ever seen.

“Thousands of candles can be lit from a single candle, and the life of the
candle will not be shortened. Happiness never decreases by being shared.”
- Buddha
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Thailand’s Buddhist Temples are colourful, intricate and
radiant buildings in which to makemerit for your life and to
make peacewith others, and ourselves. The roof gables at
once both sweep hopefully upwards to our possibilities,
and elegantly down to the earth, our basis. Confidence to
stand tall, and humility to stay grounded.
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To me these mysterious buildings slowly emerge from the shaded
sanctuary of swaying coconut palms, slowly unveiling their delightful
magic. The Temple standsmarking thedifference fromplaces that I left
with theplaces that I havearrivedat, and those towhich I hope to travel.
The starting point of the contrasts between warm colourful Theravadic
Buddhism with cold musty leaden Anglican Christianity.

Does the design of our places of worship reflect the aspirations of our
worship ? Do we hope to mirror our vision of ultimate truth in the design
of the place in which we seek ultimate truth ?
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I grew up in England, amid Anglican Christianity. Places of worship
were cold, grey stone and brick buildings which imposed a frigid
domineering authority on those inside. Thesewere buildings designed
to foment dark fear, not to realise bright glorious joy. The Thai Buddhist
temple is light, colourful, open and warm. Here, the individual’s
essence breathes airy elation as the Wihan opens.
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Those who look to others for salvation must spend their time
accounting to others. Theirs is a guilt ridden, blame based, belief
system.However, thosewho look inwardly for salvationmust account
only to themselves, theymust learn to understand their own thoughts
and actions. Theirs is an empowering belief system.
Thai Temples often have small fragments of mirror implanted in the
walls, sparkling and catching the light of our world. Glistening
outwards these fragments give us a chance to look back on
ourselves, to see the self, the true portal to enlightenment.
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I often make mistakes, some larger than others. I observe my mistake
making, I am often horrified by the actions of this mistaken person who
inhabits my mind and body. I retreat, I retreat to blame, transposition,
projection, displacement and obfuscation. I retreat away from
enlightenment, amid the noise I’m running away.

But here, I find peace, time to contemplate, time to turn towards the
actions of a known imperfect self. Time to open my arms to that real
flawed individual.
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The senile illusory comfort that others are to blame for my problems is a
hazy sedative for the mind. I have problems, the world has problems.
Mistakenly, I place blame, and seek answers, in others. If only theywould
do as I suggest the sun would shine more often, in our collective
delusional soul.

The bravery to observe the inside, to smooth the problems of the mind,
is difficult to find. With somemettle I dare to look inside to find the causes
ofmyproblems. I find that thosecausesareownedbyme.Tostepoutside
ourselves and look back is more than material consumption demands.

Here, at the Wat, we dare to take the first steps of Exstasis.
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Forgiveness of others changes the power relationship between
individuals. To forgive others is the most powerful act. An act often
required forpositiveprogress.However, receiving forgivenesscan
also allow that same recipient to absolve themselves of injuries
made.

To truly forgive ourselves is harder said than done without denial
nor blame. In exstasis we find a place to observe the self in all of
its stark realities.
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I watch as people go to work in Thailand, quickly offering a thought or
prayer to the shrine which is inevitably posted in a corner near to the
entrance of their workplace. In Thailand the spiritual and material
worlds are so often intertwined. Conversley, in the post Calvinist west
we have created a separation between the spiritual and material
worlds. For many people spiritual experiences are packaged into
discreet time slots, or denied altogether.

“Those who consider the inessential to be essential
And see the essential as inessential
Don't reach the essential,
Living in the field of wrong intention”
― Gautama Buddha, The Dhammapada
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The Buddhist Temple is at the center of community and village life
across the lands of Theravada. The temple is involved beyond ‘big
family events’, to being a defacto resource allocator, community
centre, support centre, and daily spiritual centre. I even went to the
temple to have a new car blessed by the Monks.

If we separate the inner spiritual journey from the rest of our life we are
leaving part of our selves unattended to. We shift the perspective with
which we view our world, we desaturate our experience. If we fail to
identify those spiritual moments we leave behind the unconscious joy
whichelevatesourexistencebeyond theexternal temporal sustenance
of material consumption.
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If the function of existence is purley intrinsic then is subsistence the
starting point of satisfaction ? How we choose to subsist is an internally
created experience. However, if there is a greatermeta-function then our
determination to explore is the measure of our existence.
Only an open mind can explore beyond the strictures of known lands.
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The world turns inexorably, seasons change inevitably, I get
older, and nothing is stationary. Refusal of change causes
internal unhappiness, its dysfunctional dissonance created by
me. Acceptance awaits a welcoming embrace,

“change is possible”.
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The judgments of others aremade real inmy head, the product
of my attention. To hear my critics or my supporters is my
choice, to achieve a balance is the skill. The most important
judgment is the judgment of self,made in quietmoments of self
reflection.
Surely it is worse not to pass self-judgment, but to wait for
judgment from on high, or to live in blind delusion.
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"In this world
Hate never yet dispelled hate
Only love dispels hate
This is the law
Ancient and inexhaustible
You too shall pass away
Knowing this, how can you quarrel”
― Gautama Buddha

Artificial lines on the map divide, artificial lines of skin, belief or role segregate fuelling hate. That
whichwehave thepower to assemblewealso have thepower to dissemble. To erase the lines takes
thecollectivepower of thehumanmind, thecollectivewill of humanity and thecollectiveacceptance
of the open heart.

To enjoy the benefits of humanity we all have the responsibility to act humanely.
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“You will not be punished for your anger, you will be punished by your anger.” - Buddha

I struggle with rule bound institutions, telling others what they must
think and do is tantamount to telling them what they must be. An
institution becomes a set of practices in which others are told what
to think and do. Yet, many of us happily accept our membership of,
and functional roles in, institutions.

How can we tell others what they must be if we struggle to even
know ourselves ?

How can we ever know ourselves if we are constantly told who to be
by institutionalized others ?

I retreat and hide from the tyranny of the hierarchical externalized
institutions.
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The shopping malls stuffed with glittering materials of
packaged happiness are the portals of artificial happiness,
injections of temporary salvation from the deluded
subsistence.

The temples are sites to find the glittering beauty of ourselves,
a permanent portable brilliance. For true happiness is found
here, they are starting points on our journeys of enlightenment.
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My story is within me, and I am the best teller of that story. I listen
to others tellmy story, thank them for their account, and weigh their
account against my truth. Authorship of my truth is my measure of
existence.

I write my own story, that sounds simple and straightforward. Yet
many of us often let others write our story for us.
I am often guilty of trying to write other people’s story for them. I
must focus on helping others to write their own story.

Life can be seen as a set of stories, andwe are the collection of our
stories.

I am part human, part story. This is my story.
Daniel
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“The mind is everything. What you think, you become”
― Gautama Buddha

Exstasis by Daniel Trump is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License.

August 2014.
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